All items defined as “equipment” are a part of the John H. Sununu Youth Services Center’s (SYSC) Fixed Assets Inventory and are assigned inventory tags. In order to maintain proper records of facility inventory, the Agency Steward shall authorize any equipment that is to be moved, transferred to surplus, or disposed of.

**Purpose**

The purpose is to establish the procedure to transfer and/or dispose of equipment in Residential Services.

**Procedure**

I. Equipment: Any item with a value totaling $100 or more, and with a lifespan of more than one year.

   A. Any staff wishing to move, dispose of, or transfer to surplus any equipment shall first contact the Agency Steward, who will decide on the proper treatment of the item.

   B. Staff shall fill out a P-17 form, requesting the transfer or disposal of equipment, and submit it to the Agency Steward.

   C. The Agency Steward shall instruct the Maintenance Department, via e-mail or formal written request, to pick up the equipment.

   D. Maintenance staff shall notify the requesting staff of the pick-up schedule.

   E. The Agency Steward shall update the inventory records.

II. Any transfer of equipment to surplus shall require the Agency Steward to fill out a P-11 form (Declaration of Surplus Property). The Agency Steward will arrange for the disposition and/or delivery of the equipment.